J1772 wiring diagram

To begin with this is not for the feint of heart as you will be working with V at possibly as much
as 80A. Dire warning, I know. There is too many of those these days resulting from copper theft.
The intent is to define a common electric vehicle conductive charging system architecture
including operational requirements and the functional and dimensional requirements for the
vehicle inlet and mating connector. First thing that you want to do when making your EVSE is
layout the parts in the case and make sure that the case that you have gotten is big enough. If
you want to mount this outside get a NEMA approved water tight case. I thought that I'd be
different and mount most of my hardware in a case that is designed to be a flush-mount with the
wall. When you have all of the parts, position them in the enclosure so that you can visualize the
locations of where they are going to be mounted. This allows for troubleshooting with a reduced
risk of electrocution. Be sure to mount the GFCI Doughnut the CR magnetics current
transformer close enough to the control board so you can reach it with the leads. When you get
everything the way you like it, mark the holes. This'll come in handy later. The file below will
give you a general idea as to what we are doing and it should be referenced as it is the design
we are going off of. It is also the exact wiring diagram for using a contactor. EVSE control
boards usually have mounting holes. The best way to mount one is to lay the board into the
case and mark the holes with a sharpie. Then Drill and tap the holes. I don't mean tap with your
finger either. Once you get your control board mounted you should be connecting wires as you
go along. IF an LCD is wanted it can be purchased and installed in the case. Just be sure to cut
a hole big enough for you to be able to mount the LCD that you chose. This is the time to
configure the control board for what amperage setting that you want. When mounting the
contactor try to mount it close to where you are wanting your EVSE cable to come out. The
mounting depends on how big your contactor is. A SSR does the same thing as a contactor but
it is solid state and in general requires smaller voltage to complete the circuit. The SSRs need to
be mounted on a heatsink with a fan to keep them cool. Again mounting varies with each, but I'll
give a general idea of how to mount them. Wether mounting SSRs or a contactor, mark and drill
your holes. This allows you to use just nuts on the inside of your EVSE. Tighten them down to
hold them into the EVSE. At this stage it might be a good idea to connect power leads for the
PSU of your choice. These leads will be discussed further in the next step. The Power leads you
connected to the Supply side of the SSRs or contactor in the last step are going to be put to use
now in the powering of the control board. Mount the PSU into the enclosure. There are typically
screws that hold it into place. Now that you have the contactor mounted and the control board
mounted, you need the J cable with connector. Now there are many ways to attach the cable,
this I will leave up to you. BUT before you do put the Current Transformer onto the 2 v lines. The
cables run through the center of the transformer. Then attach the end to the load side of the
SSRs or contactor. The ground line connects to the chassis ground bolt. Follow the instructions
that came with the breaker for install. They typically rock-in. As implied by the title, use the volt
meter to check the voltage during testing. The v side of things will show something around v.
Don't be alarmed if you see v, most EVs can handle this voltage without incident. Have an
electrician come out if the voltage is any higher i. I have had this happen and it is an expensive
repair. If you have close to v have a licensed electrician do a Power Quality Analysis and look
specifically for transients as they kill fuses. Remember this though, "One Flash and you're
Ash". That is a principal you should always work by. If a disconnect is required, lock the
enclosure with a padlock after you turn it off. That way some kid doesn't turn the Mains back on
while you're working. Then check the connections. Sorry for no photo, having a dispute with
some as to the cause of a fuse failure and am not wanting to give them ammo. Coat of Paint
anyone?? Then maybe some clear coat. Other than that you are done with construction. Now
you need to mount the thing, which would be another instructable entirely. Question 1 year ago
on Introduction. Please help, my son by accident with his scooter snagged the charging cable
and pulled the wire s out of the circuit board housing see attached pictures. I have soldering
gun in hand but realized it is not clear to me where to reattach what wires where. I am hoping
you will be willing and able to give me some guidance on the wire placement. I have searched
the internet but can't find a wiring diagram that seems to coralate to my charger. I am really
hoping I will not need to spend the money to buy a new one JT Salt Lake City. Wish we could
get a little bit more on connecting the J Plug. It looks like the majority of us including you are
using the same or pretty close connectors. Mostly wondering if I should solder the wires - or
will the connector hold the wires in place? This looks ideal, thank you. I am wanting to make the
unit as compact as possible though as the idea is that this sits in the boot of the car with a
length of 6mm cable and a standard 32A plug on the end. I am amazed that there isn't a market
for a compact controller with the CEE 32A plug on the end of some 6mm cable. By BlackAngel
Follow. More by the author:. Did you make this project? Share it with us! I Made It! JTM7
Question 1 year ago on Introduction. Answer Upvote. Reply Upvote. TY again for the great

Instructable. Arquason 4 years ago. Guy MarkT 5 years ago on Step Very small electronic box
x80x70 cm. Sounds good I was just wondering what this would cost to construct? The intent is
to define a common electric vehicle conductive charging system architecture including
operational requirements and the functional and dimensional requirements for the vehicle inlet
and mating connector. Formerly electric vehicles like the General Motors EV1 had used
inductive charger couplers. Later requirements asked for higher currents to be used than the
Avcon connector could provide. This process led to the proposal of a new round connector
design by Yazaki which allows for an increased power delivery of up to The standard
specification was subsequently voted upon by the SAE committee in July The SAE J was
adopted by the car manufacturers of post electric vehicles like the third generation of the
Chevrolet Volt and Nissan Leaf as the early models. The connector became standard equipment
in the U. This will also use Power-line communication technology to communicate between the
vehicle, off-board charger, and smart grid. The round millimetre 1. The connector is designed to
withstand 10, mating cycles a connection and a disconnection and exposure to the elements.
With 1 mating cycle per day, the connector's lifespan should exceed 27 years. On the other
hand, there is no reference to a DC Level 3 charge method. For example, the Chevrolet Bolt has
a kWh lithium-ion battery and a 7. Using an optional DC fast charging DCFC port, this model can
also charge at up to 55 kW to get up to 90 miles km of range per half hour. Some EVs have
extended J to allow V charging at greater than 16 amps. These allow charging at up to 24 amps.
However this level of V charging has not been codified into J Another extension, notably
supported by Tesla , is Level 2 charging at V. Like V, V is commonly found in North American
commercial three-phase circuits. The J standard includes several levels of shock protection,
ensuring the safety of charging even in wet conditions. Physically, the connection pins are
isolated on the interior of the connector when mated, ensuring no physical access to those
pins. When not mated, J connectors have no power voltages at the pins, [20] and charging
power does not flow until commanded by the vehicle. The ground pin is of the first-make,
last-break variety. If the plug is in the charging port of the vehicle and charging, and it is
removed, the shorter control pilot pin will break first causing the power relay in the EVSE to
open, stopping current flow to the J plug. This prevents any arcing on the power pins,
prolonging their lifespan. The proximity detection pin is also connected to a switch that is
triggered upon pressing the physical disconnect button when removing the connector from the
vehicle. This causes the resistance to change on the proximity pin which commands the
vehicle's onboard charger to stop drawing current immediately. The vehicle can then release
the control pilot which will cause the power relay to release. The signaling protocol has been
designed so that [21]. If the circuit is closed, then the charging station can also test the
protective earth to be functional. The vehicle can request a charging state by setting a resistor;
using 2. The charging is activated by the vehicle by adding parallel 1. Hence the charging
station can react by only checking the voltage range present on the CP-PE loop. According to
the SAE it includes socket outlet, cable and vehicle inlet. In the US, the definition of the
ampacity ampere capacity, or current capacity is split for continuous and short term operation.
Proximity Pilot : The Proximity pin, PP also known as plug present , as shown in the SAE J
example pinout, describes the switch, S3, as being mechanically linked to the connector latch
release actuator. However many low power adapter cables do not offer that locking actuator
state detection on the PP pin. The resistor is coded to the maximum current capability of the
cable assembly. The EVSE interrupts the current supply if the current capability of the cable is
exceeded as detected by the measurement of the Rc, as defined by the values for the
recommended interpretation range. In an updated standard due in , SAE proposes to use power
line communication , specifically IEEE , between the vehicle, off-board charging station , and
the smart grid , without requiring an additional pin; SAE and the IEEE Standards Association
are sharing their draft standards related to the smart grid and vehicle electrification. P
communication is compatible with other P includes wireless communications. From Wikipedia,
the free encyclopedia. SAE International. Retrieved California Air Resources Board. Section
Underwriters Laboratories has completed its certification testing on the connector developed by
Yazaki. Archived from the original on Motor Trend. Retrieved 18 February Heiko Doerr Archived
from the original PDF on Environmental Protection Agency and U. Department of Energy. When
a J standard plug like on the Volt is disconnected from the vehicle, no voltage is present at the
pins. August Argonne National Laboratory. Coulomb Technologies. Autoblog Green.
International Electrotechnical Commission. Green Car Congress. Wright Brothers Medal.
Andrew L. Riker Henry Ford. Categories : Charging stations International Electrotechnical
Commission Mains power connectors Plug-in hybrid vehicle industry Automotive standards.
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Discussion in ' General ' started by bwilson4web , May 20, To remove this ad click here. Inside
EVS Forum. Repair J connector Discussion in ' General ' started by bwilson4web , May 20, May
20, 1. Huntsville, AL. The next morning I found the car had not charged; the plug was at an angle
because the latch tooth had broken off. It would still charge our cars but the proximity sense did
not work unless I manually remembered to push the latch. Survey Replacement The first step is
to disassemble the replacement. It came in without any instructions so this assumed some
degree of understanding. The shell is held together by Torx screws that were easy enough to
remove: Inside we find a the push button lever that activates a micro switch. This is part of the
proximity sense circuit the car uses: The plug is sealed using triangle screws. So I went to my
favorite hardware store and bought a tri-wing bit which worked close enough for this first
attempt: So here is the shell, plug, and plug cover: With the switch not activated, we measured
ohms: Activating the switch, the resistance increases to ohms that signals the car should stop
charging. This avoids "hot" plug and unplugging that can lead to connector wear from small
arcing: Here are the parts of the plug: There are five pins: ground is on the tab side; at the 2
o'clock position is the proximity pin; at 10 o'clock the pilot signal; 5 o'clock is the 'HOT' pin
black wire , and; 7 o'clock neutral: This shows how the pins fit in the plug assembly: Here you
see all subassemblies together: I bought a new stripper sized for power cables and a crimper
tool. Sad to say, the crimper did not work out: continued due to 20 image limit. Cash Traylor
likes this. May 20, 2. Broken Connector Here we see the broken tooth off the retainer latch: My
Torx bit did not work because of the center pin. So I bought a set of security Torx bits: The
inside of the model year, J was very busy: Here is the latch with the micro switch and bundled
wires, tie-wrapped together: Here is the microswitch that converts the red and black wires to a
ground and wire for the proximity circuit: The next problem was the grommet that brought the
cable into the handle. There were different sizes and incompatible: The replacement grommet
on the left is sized for a larger cable. The original cable only had to handle 15A so it was much
smaller. My fix was to wrap the cable with plastic tape to increase the diameter. This solved the
grommet and internal cable strain relief clamp: So I threaded the wire through the five
connector holes and only needed to crimp the connectors: Unfortunately the blue, pilot signal
wire would not fit through the black plastic hole. So I used a drill to make it a little larger to fit.
There are three different connector styles. The ground pin is longer. Curiously the proximity and
pilot pins are not identical: The proximity pin on the left is slightly smaller than the pilot signal
pin on the right: Try as I might, I could not crimp the pins. So I soldered them: Due to the size, a
strong, solder gun is needed. But these solder cups do not have an air escape hole in the base.
Solder can not flow through the whole length of the cup due to the trapped air. The first plate on
the left holds the pins into the connector assembly. A single Torx screw holds it, The comes the
orange, water resistant rubber assembly. This avoids having to fiddle with threading the power
cable wires into the plug and a lot of experimentation. These are solder connectors so drill a
small hole at the base of the cup so the solder can flow through and fill it completely. Since I did
not do this, I'll use an IR thermometer to make sure there are no temperature hot pins. Wrapping
the smaller cable with plastic tape is better than nothing, it is not an optimum solution. I will
continue to look for better solutions like liquid tape and hoses whose internal and external
diameters to fit. Bob Wilson ps. May 20, 3. Inside the J shell there will be four, crimp type
pigtails to support rapid installation. It is currently powered off so the repair shouldn't take
more than 30 minutes. Bob Wilson. May 28, 4. Over a year ago, eMotorwerks offered what
looked to be a TurboCord, dual voltage 3. I put in my order only to learn they changed their
mind about offering the part because the build quality. Disappointed, they offered a refurbished
JuiceBox 40 Pro for a fair price and I bought it. Meanwhile, I have my spare JuiceBox 40 so I
pulled it out and 'lessons learned'. But there is a kitchen with a lot of metal between it and the
nearest cell phone tower. Moved to the living room, displaced from the kitchen and sure
enough, Internet access. There is about a minute window when first powered on that the
JuiceBox is in a 'roaming' mode and can be configured. Just due to rains in the area, I had to
wait until midnight but no big deal. But regardless of WiFi network, I have two, it always
returned an error message that the WiFi password was wrong. After a through investigation,
only the JuiceBox was having the problem as WiFi network was working perfectly. Fortunately,
there is an alternate approach that does no use "EV JuiceNet. This allows allows selecting the
WiFi network from the roaming list and entering the password. A 'war dialer' may see the
network but not able to connect. I need to run a power cycle test to make sure everything comes

back up correctly. I have 'liquid tape' to coat the wire connectors. Then I'll assemble it with the
silicon sealant to protect the interior. The last will be liberal application of Rain-X to the faces
and external wire inlets. Mar 8, 5. There is one big difference with the Volt connector: it has an
LED which lights up when you squeeze the handle. It took me three tries to figure out how
Chevy made their connection. It should be simply capped off. There are still the two leads from
the microswitch, of which one should go to the PP pin, and the other connect to ground just as
you showed. I didn't run this second wire back out to the pin for soldering, as you did. Rather, I
soldered it to the ground green wire inside the handle. Anyway, thank you so much. Cash
Traylor , bwilson4web and electriceddy like this. You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show
Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you already have an
account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Search
Media New Media. Our interest at modular EV power relates to supplying electrical power to the
vehicle, using J parts. Original Hand Crafted Aluminum J adapters. Now that production electric
vehicles are ready for sale and public charging stations are being installed with the new J
connectors, what can someone with a vehicle that presently has a NEMA connector do? Rated
at 40 Amps. First all UL listed parts J adapter are ready. These are sold out and we are not sure
if we will make more. The first batch is done and tested. All the parts are UL listed. If the charger
is only suitable for volt operation J is a problem since it only provides or volts. NEMA
receptacles are the correct one to use for this application. If we made an adapter with a NEMA ,
standard household receptacle, intended for volt loads, it is trouble waiting to happen. Sooner
or later a volt item would get plugged in and the results would not be good. What we would
recommend would be to replace the present NEMA , standard household plug on the vehicles
cable with a NEMA plug Volts, 15 amp that you can get at a hardware store so it is expecting to
plug into volts. That can plug in to one of our adapters or a volt receptacle. Then make an
adapter with your old plug volt household and a cable mounted NEMA receptacle female for
charging on household power. The accepts both and for more versatility. If you presently have a
molded plug cut it off leaving inches of cable to make the adapter. The green wire goes to the
green ground screws. The Black wire goes to the gold screws and White wire goes to the silver
screws on each end. More basic information about NEC Article Links to other EV related sites.
The information contained in this site is provided solely to document my project and share that
process with others. This site is not instructions or recommendations about what to do or what
not to do. Every project is different and it is the builders responsibility to fully understand and
take full responsibility for their project. Every detail in your project design should be verified
and fully under stood by the builder before going past the planning stage. If you choose to
convert a vehicle you must accept that you are responsible for that vehicles safety. If you do not
accept these basic guidelines, please do not read this site or use any information from it.
Should there be something on this site you see that you think is not safe, is incorrect or
misleading please write me. Consider a A3 compact unit. All UL listed parts compact J adapter.
Specials, different NEMA connectors, compact or full size. Write us and we will see what we can
do to help. These are used for use with an Avcon Claw to older EV's, to make special adapters,
or to make an extension cable. The switch lets the J system connect but not provide power
when in the OFF position. Then when you are ready changing it to CHARGE changes the pilot
signal and the J control provides the volt power to actually charge the car. The switch makes
the J connection include all the steps. ALL of our adapters now have this switch now. The Duty
Cycle of the pilot sets the available current the EV may draw. I used the Shield from Adafruit.
Solder the Common Cathode to Ground. The converter requires a minimum draw so a 2. Pins 5,
6 and 7 are not used. The Charging station and the car communicate witht he pilot. The
Charging station must read the voltage so it can correctly respond. Solder R5 56k from 5v to
Arduino Analog 1 A1. This circuit workis by providing a voltage divider R6 and R7 to scale down
the V to V levels. R5 provides a bias to keep the voltage positive, the Arduino does not tolerate
negitive voltages on the analog inputs. GFCI works by measuring the differance of current out
verses current in. If there is a differance the circuit trips. THe CT creates a small voltage when
there is a fault. The small voltage from the CT is first amplified in the first stage then compared
to a referance voltage in the second. On another protoshield solder a 8pin socket. Solder power
wires, pin 4 to 5v and pin 8 to Ground 3. Solder Diodes 1N to the Op-amp outputs pins 3 and 5.
Opamp Output A 4. Solder header pins for CT coil. Solder zener diodes to the header. Solder
ohm resistor R17 to the header. R17, and a. Opamp Output B 9. Assemble according to the
guide on the adafruit site The EVSE reads the voltage and changes state accordingly. The EVSE
should go to the ready state. LED should light Green. LED should light Yellow. LED should light
Blue. LED should light Red. Frequency -The Pilot should have a frequancy of 1kHz Hz. The
acceptible J tolerance is from Hz. Duty cycle should match the chart below. The max charge rate
of the Nissan Leaf is 16 Amps so that leaves plenty of margin. Prepare the J plug by removing

about 6 inches of outer insulation exposing 4 or 5 wires. Solder or crimp the correct connectors
for your relay on the Hot and Neutral wire. Tie all ground wires together. Place both the Hot and
Neutral wire of the J cable through the Current Transformer and connect wires to relay. Connect
power supply. Note power supply must be 12V output and Input should be universal from about
90 - V. Connect the Pilot Wire to the Arduino shield Pilot output. Connect Relay coil to the
shields Relay output. Connect the Power Supply to the Arduino. After testing its time to charge
Check your relay, did you get the high voltage wiring correct? Plug in the J and your EV should
start charging. Future plans Question 1 year ago on Introduction. Could you please attach
higher quality scheme, please : Ps. How is diode check actually works? Which element does
that in your project? The same as measuring voltage on the pilot pin that just drops below 0V?
Question 2 years ago on Step I have been searching all over to find the firmware for this - could
you set up a dropbox for the right firmware?? Thank you. Question 2 years ago. I want to write
code for changing duty cycle so that i can get the output current in two moods i. How to do
this? I am facing problem in coding part. I will highly appreciate if anyone can mail me the code
they have made at singhrishabh gmail. Or it is seperated ground which have to be connected to
the V grid's ground? Reply 2 years ago. Sir, I want to write code for changing duty cycle so that
i can get the output current in two moods i. Question 2 years ago on Introduction. Question 3
years ago on Step 5. Why you have used 2 pin header for pilot and CT? Uh Oh. NEVER put a
relay on a shield. Relays generate magnetic fields and electromagnetic noise. Close to a
microcontroller, these signals can play havoc, causing it to execute random instructions, jump
to random places in the code, erase memory, and God only knows what else. They'll work fine
for a while then they will mess up. Believe me I have made this mistake over and over always
with disastrous results. Get that relay off the proto shield, or suffer the consequences. I've gone
so far as to add steel shielding between the Arduino and the coil, which worked, but distance is
your friend here - much better to put the relay on a board 20 centimeters away. Not YET! Reply 3
years ago. I see how the GFCI circuit triggers, but how does it reset once the fault is cleared?
Once the capacitor 0. Also: it seems that later versions of OpenEVSE can do a self-test of the
GFCI system at start-up, sending a small current through a winding on the outside of the CT
toroid to confirm that the system works; I cannot find a schematic which shows this. Can
anyone offer any enlightenment? Excellent project. How much did the whole thing cost. I
already have my J plug and inlet for my EV, now all I need is to build this kit. I was wondering
what the build cost was? Thanks in advance and I look forward to testing this unit! Reply 6
years ago on Introduction. Negative v is to support the J diode check. Many commercial units
skip this check but it is important to detect a real EV resistance vs. Sure, you could implement
the protocol with analog circuits, but it would likely be a much more complicated circuit unless
you skipped many of the required safety features such as diode check, ground monitoring,
stuck relay check, GFCI, GFCI self check. OpenEVSE was designed to implement all required
safety checks, it is still a relatively simple circuit even with a microprocessor. That's interesting
that it gives a 12 volt Hz output straight away. Again it does not go negative suggesting this is
not necessary. You could make a very simple circuit indeed, without microprocessor just a dual
or quad comparator on the peak rectified CP signal, and a quad Schmidt nand CMOS gate and a
counter one Schmidt to make the oscillator the others for PWM selection and gating Add a
transistor, relay, and RCD for a very simple low cost charging outlet. I think the Circuit could be
simplified a bit, since using a pilot pulsing at Hz using ordinary square pulses, with 0V for off
and 12V for on works perfectly with many cars. I connected a oscilloscope to the CP pilot signal
the other day, and saw that it just pulsed between 0V and 12V when unconnected. The circuit
just used a decade counter coupled with 1N diodes on the output to the car, so also no other
possibility in that circuit! Never mind, saw the price and built specs above on the first step.
Missed that the first read through. I'm going to try and get the parts and build this tomorrow.
Thanks for this project. Excellent work. I'm going to test it on a Plug In Prius I have. By flyguy
Follow. More by the author:. Parts list and Schematics are attached as images. Participated in
the Arduino Challenge View Contest. Did
1985 dodge power ram
carvin wiring diagrams
vw obd2 codes list
you make this project? Share it with us! I Made It! Easy Zoom Quit Button by randofo in
Arduino. Mars Clock by prdassonville in Clocks. Answer Upvote. RishabhS80 Question 2 years
ago. TomasA29 3 years ago. Reply Upvote. RishabhS80 TomasA29 Reply 2 years ago.
RishabhS80 2 years ago. Amazing project. This charger is much cheaper than the genuine one
So, what is the difference in terms of functionality between this and original one For example
Nissan LEAF charger? TomasA29 Question 3 years ago on Step 5. Invention1 3 years ago.

Invention1 flyguy Reply 3 years ago. Gruntfuttock 4 years ago. MORA99 5 years ago on Step 7.
Obviously with some code changes to not monitor it. Rocketmaker 8 years ago on Introduction.
Dear Sirs. I am also in progress to load my Renault Kangoo with 16A in single wire V. Did
anybody have a scrennshot of the Pilot signal? Regards Carsten. I checked my Polar networks
Chargemaster outlet. In fact the J protocol was designed to be easily implemented without
processor.

